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Now the Lord is that Spirit: and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty. 
2 Corinthians 3:17 

Some time around 1970—I’m not entirely certain of the original date—an American prophet 
recorded a series of words that were more profound than most from that era. I am speaking of the 
prophet Kris Kristopherson who wrote, “Freedom is just another word for nothing left to lose, 
and nothing ain’t worth nothing if it ain’t free…” Of course, I say “prophet” as a tongue-in-cheek 
euphemism to describe a strange voice from the fringes of our nation’s not-so-distant past. A 
voice seeking to offer clarity to a generation crying out for freedom, who had no clue what 
freedom really was, or is. 

This is the generation who made freedom a buzz word…a weaponized word…a twisted word. 
Over the last six decades, freedom has been used by politicians to start wars. Freedom has been 
used by educators to manipulate the minds of the youth. Freedom has been preached in our 
pulpits to support a lifestyle called the American Dream.  

What is an “American” dream? Is it prosperity, business ownership, or an ethos for establishing a 
life for oneself? Is it freedom? Is it really a dream?  

Dreams are peculiar. The freedictionary.com calls a dream, “A series of images, ideas, emotions, 
and sensations occurring involuntarily in the mind during certain stages of sleep.” But if this is 
an accurate description of a dream, how can Americans single out any images, emotions, or 
sensations as being uniquely American? Doesn’t every group, culture, society long for prosperity 
or the privilege to establish self?  

I used to think so, but not anymore. I also believed that every person desired freedom, but I no 
longer trust this notion either. Kristopherson had it right…freedom, true freedom, is the absence 
of anything that binds. It means being completely capable of moving in any direction, with any 
motive, to do anything, without any hindrances or anchors to inhibit one’s choice to do so. 

The hippies who embraced the Kristopherson song in the early 1970s weren’t free and neither is 
the one who has achieved the American Dream (whatever that is). The American Dream cannot 
be about freedom because businesses, prosperity, and being established come at a cost. These 
ideas cost everything. The freedom spoken of by hippies, neo-Marxists, and anarchists during the 
last 60 years cannot embrace freedom, because their “dream” is achievable only by robbing the 
business, prosperity, and establishment of others. Politicians know nothing of freedom. Their 
freedom hinges completely upon the acceptance of the masses, or in their ability to leverage 
power. Preachers who preach the American Dream also know nothing of freedom. Their freedom 



hinges upon their ability to fill the offering plate and dote upon theological whims that satisfy the 
listener.  

Only Jesus knows true freedom. Only His followers can embrace true freedom. Buddha tried, 
and Buddha died. His desire was to be free from desire…why did he desire it? His grave now 
holds a body. Muhammed tried and Muhammed died. His desire was freedom for Allah, to bring 
peace through the sword. His tomb now holds a body as well. All others who have influenced the 
masses have set their eyes on one desire or another, only to be enslaved by their desire, and then 
fill a grave. 

Jesus emptied Himself and became a slave. He became shame for the shameful. He became poor 
for the impoverished. He became broken for the sick and indignant. He became nothing, for 
those who held nothing, and in the face of those who hold everything. He is the only true 
example of perfect freedom, because all things were His and He forfeited everything. Now all 
things are His forever. He is the only one with an empty tomb…He is the only one who is 
completely free. And nothing, ain’t worth nothing, if it ain’t free. 

What are you clinging to? A system? Your intellect? Your guns? Your land or your retirement? In 
what do you place your identity, being American, or worse, being a “Free-standing” individual? 
One day your body will fill a grave. Will you be freed from your grave when the emblem of 
freedom returns, or will you be defined by your stuff?  

Freedom is wild, untamed, uncertain, and unairconditioned. If you are fighting for freedom 
today, and it looks different than the life of Jesus, you are NOT free…you’re in bondage. You’re 
still a slave…regardless of what you possess or how much prosperity you have your fingers on. 
Freedom is just another word for nothing left to lose. If you have not surrendered everything…
You’re not free! Come out from among them and be free. 

For whosoever will save his life shall lose it; but whosoever shall lose his life for my sake and 
the gospel's, the same shall save it. 

Mark 8:35 KJV 


